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fading out, flashing a 'peace' sign with his fingers.
Mark fell into a chair. Another Alphonse pirate commercial! What could he do to rid himself of the vision of
this strange wizard, Alphonse? What could he do to strip

from his memory the events of the last month? What could
he do to just lead a normal life?
What was that address again?

ONCE uroN fl TIME ...
by Thomas M. Egan
Azure shards of pottery lie deep where the sea-crabs play,
I swim giddy casting nets through the mud of centuries,
Memory becomes dreamtime dredging up the lost cities of yesteryear,
broken relics of clay and marble peek through coraled mud,
Science was an arcane mystery then, a blind master now,
but the Gardens of History flowered in careless glory,
Centuries built and burned their Labyrinth of secrets
into the weeds of myth and legend,
Kings and beggars screamed in turn their waresa politics of babble from Atlantis to old Rome,
Myriads of gods and heroes argued and fought-lost in endless whirl,
But Oceans and heavens endure, bitter-pure like the dreams of Man.
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from a traditional Native American story
by David Sparenberg
Inktorni, the spiderman, visited the tribes of the Northern Great Plains. Each time descending from the sky on a
silken thread, he brought a message of desolation to the
Arapaho, the Blackfeet, the Crow, the Cheyenne, the ·
Lakota. Each time, Inkto told the people, "Changes are
coming, a harsh time, and the earth will suffer. Her oldest
children will cry out in pain." Each time, Inkto looked
around and spoke: "Remember the cottonwood growing
here by the stream. The tree is like each of you. The roots
hold the earth, while the branches reach toward the sun.
Remember the rock, standing there on the open ground.
An ancient friend, strong and tenacious."
Even though Inktorni was a trickster, this time he put

his tricks aside and spoke from a clear and honest heart. He
counseled: "People, if you will remember these simple
things; the cottonwood tree, the flowing stream, the ancient rock of deep earth, and all our relations in the many
walks of life; a day will come when balance will return.
Until then, remember and hold on to what has always
mattered, from the beginning of life to this very hour."
Now, among those who know this story, some wait in
an aura of fire, and their prayers are like a red path encircling the heart. Others dance, and their souls are like winds,
undulating over the green and shadowed hills. Most potent
of all are the quiet watchers, whose eyes are like eagles' eyes
and whose determination is one with the slow, trustworthy
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